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GS: Yes more nurseries! 

MH: Thanks Martin and the ART team, what an event! I've been able to follow Monday only and 
now I will have a lot of sessions to watch! 

MH: I would love to meet all of you but I'm not sure it would have been possible for me to attend 
"live" (extra costs, not being with the family for an extra week, etc). 

MH: Hurrah for the Foundation! 

MH: It will be time for a BEER in the food forest now 

MH: Next time it would be great to have a talk by the Dalaï Lama, sure he would love forest garden 
ideas :) 

EJ: Thank you all for sharing such diverxe expereinces and so much knowledge. I hpåe we meet in 
the forest next ti,e. 

EJ: Thank you all for sharing such diverse expereinces and so much knowledge. I hope we meet in 
the forest next time. 

YP: Thank you Martin and everyone involved make it possible! 

Pv: Martin, this was absolutely amazing! Even with the great weather outside, I just wanted to 
attend every presentation and Q&A that I could. That says a lot. Very well done. What if... there 
were 5 more days of this...? ;-) 

Pv: *BIG APPLAUSE* !!! 

JB: Thank you so much. I have enjoyed every minute I was able to watch. And to have some of my 
many questions answered. It has been amazing to sense the edges of this inspirational movement. 
It just makes sense. I am so glad others feelthe same and collecting 

PV: A hopeful future in forest gardens is being regenerated in this symposium. Thanks Martin and 
everyone else for taking part in this! 

CP: Dear Martin, thank you for all the work that went into organising this. It was really great. In 
away I'm glad it was not in person, as I wouldn't have able I come to England at the best of times. 

PE: Thank you Martin, team, and all !!! 

MR: A late applause from me too. I appreciate a lot having been able to take part in this symposium. 
Hope to hear more from you all here and there. I especially hope people find ways to cleverly 
collaborate across borders. We need that. 

AA: Thank you Martin! It's been fantastic. :) 

Ss: An aboslutely awsome and nourishing four days . Thank you all! 

JF: Hi Martin, 

JF: Hi Martin, I want to say a huge thank you for my bursary place at this Symposium. I have 
watched with fascination and inpiration. I feel much better equipped to go ahead with our 
embryonic Community Orchard Project here in Berkshire. I have so many resour 

JS: Thanks for this pahntastic week Martin and all to make me discover so many wonderful brothers 
and sisters in mind! 

PL: give a skeptic an inch....and they'll measure it 

PL: Thanks so much Martin 

GN: It felt like a holiday! Such a super experience, thankyou so much Martin, Sandra and the team. 
Peace and love and thanks to all:-) 

JH: The conference isn't over yet! Lots of things still to watch. What an incredible collection of 
people and ideas. Hope we can capture some of the ideas and throw them forwards :) 

JH: FFFantastic! 
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AS: That was an amazing conference! Thank you Martin and the rest of the team for putting in so 
much hard work and time. Great topics, great speakers. And tomorrow I will start to watch this all 
over again! I'm not into cooking, so nut nursery it will be for 

Pd: Thank you Martin and team! Great conference 

KB: dear all, having mixed feelings about this conference. Of course: superbly organised: content 
and logistics. But, man, how I longed to be out there, together with all of you. Next time I would 
really love us al to be LIVE in one place with even juicier pr 

ME: martin, it was so FACKING FREAKING AMAZING INSPIRIN!!!!! thanks all!!!!!!! 

AJ: Tot ziens, dear Martin, and have an health toast and then well deserved rest 

PG: Thanks for the chance to share knowledge, ideas and experience. It is really handy that we can 
keep on watching the presentations for the next few weeks and then even later on by tuning in to 
the website of the Agroforestry Research Centre. I hope that we 

PG: Irene - see FAQ 

AM: What a fantastic symposium; Forests Gardens are an idea whose idea has fully arrived! 

MF: Thanks so much !! 

MF: well done !! let's do it ! 

DH: Thank you so much Martin and team and speakers and everyone :) 

AM: Thanks very much 

KF: Thank you so much for this total commitment from all the organizers. All the presentations I saw 
were great, unfortunately as a gardener and designer I am very busy at this time of year. I will be 
catching up on the lectures in the summer. How about next  

JP: THANK YOU !!! 

BH: Thank you Martin, and everyone involved in providing this platform. Great energy, positve and 
creative thinking ...a huge success. 

BH: Perhaps we could collectivly offer a Grand Tour of Open days across closely connected projects 
so we can all travel independedntly and visit the garden projects collectively some time next 
summer? 

KS: Thank you to everyone involved. A fantastic conference. 

EV: Super well done!!! 

aP: Thank you Martin, thank you all for being who you are and for doing what is right. We are in this 
together. Our efforts to synthesise and inoculate the best of human intentions and capabilities will 
without a doubt bare growth and fruit and nuts:) for gen 

JM: Thankyou so much Martin and all the team for the amazing conference! 

NK: Thank you very much for organising this event, it gives hope that so many people out there are 
going towards the right direction on producing food in a sustainable way!! 

JS: Thanks very much, Martin and everyone involved in putting this together 

CM: I had a brilliant week, thanks so much. A real dose of inspiration. 

CM: Bravo! 

MR: You have done a grand job pulling this together Thanks Martin , essential work for a better 
future , thankyou everyone , making it happen. right now back in to the forest garden :) 

MR: just do it. so true. no ime to wait . dont let planning issues get in the way . climate change has 
dictated that the time is now . 

MR: (standing ovation) 

DL: Fabulous to find out about everything that is happening around the world. Thank you Martin 
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TR: What a wonderful event. Thank you Martin and your team for bringing us all together. SO much 
cutting edge knowledge assembled here, so much more to learn. Onwards into the food forest 
future! 

DL: Just came across the conference on Monday evening and have been hooked to it. The only thing 
which diverted my attention was my own food forest in front of me. So thank you again. 

RC: Thank you Martin and team for the hard work in organising such an amazing conference with 
such a diverse range of speakers and topics. . It has been inspiring, challenging and nourishing! So 
much to think about and to act on! 

ES: Thank you everyone, see you next time! 

IH: Thanks to all! For how long will the talks be accessible on the site? 

IH: @Pip cheers 

TR: Thank you all for the amazing knowledge shared and Thank you Martin for putting this 
important event together! 

CM: Is Closing Address happening - can't see it. 

CM: Love and thanks 

BM: Absolutely wonderful conference, inspiring, thought-provoking makes me feel hopeful for the 
future. Thank you all so much for a wonderful week 

JK: Martin, this was a wonderful experience. Thank you so much for all you have done. And thank 
you to all speakers and participants for being so inspiring. Now is the time for to pay it all forward! 

FW: This has been an amazing set of speakers, how you pulled it all together, I dont know - but 
WOW. Thank you, Martin, Thank you to the speakers and thanks to Crowdcomms - this has been a 
lot smoother than some of the stuff I have seen in the day job. 

NA: brilliant conference, very pleased to be able to look back over the sessions I have missed 

KM: Thank you very much Martin for organising this syposium. this is the longest time I have spent 
indoors for years! It has been fantastic to receive such a diverse overview of forest gardening from 
so many different perspectives and different parts of the w 

MW: has help reasure me with planning to attempt future projects and provide so much knowledge 
to apply and think about ideas raised. perfect before starting an my agroecology masters 

MW: thank you martian and team! 

kh: dear Martin and your team ! i will not be here for this session so i want to send a GRANDIOSO 
THANKYOU ALL for this week.. its been hard to keep up with the nice weather outside and watching 
every piece in real time. so im pleased to have more time to go 

AA: Wow, What an inspiring symposium ! Very diversified speakers, topics, projects and references 
yet underlaying a very universal vision. Thank you Martin and the team for putting this together. 
You will be hearing from us in the Tropics with our What If, Wh 

AA: Wevwill have a Malaysian Symposium soon ! 

PW: Thanks Martin and everyone else! My expectations for the week were quite high, but it was 
even better than I could have hoped for. Hope you can make the presentations available in some 
way later on, many of them would make great teaching material. Well do 

HM: Thanks so much Martin & team, for an incredibly inspiring symposium with such a broad range 
of topics, all of them so interesting! It's also so inspiring to see other people creating forest gardens 
in the Mediterranean! 

 


